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Abstract

Recently a new theory of learning a relation from examples has been reported [5, 3].
Layered networks, for example, learn such relations and this theory permits analysis
and prediction of their performance. However some neural networks, such as competitive learning nets and Kohonen nets, learn distributions rather than relations. In this
paper we apply the theory to the problem of learning a distribution from a sample
of points drawn from that distribution. We obtain analytic results for an elementary
problem and demonstrate agreement with conventional Maximum Likelihood results
where the later exist. We are also able to predict overtraining in this elementary example in agreement with intuition. We then experimentally study competitive learning
nets and demonstrate that the theory usefully preclicts the dependence of actual learning behavior on training set size and training error. Only in the case of fewer examples
than neurons is there any disagreement between prediction and observation.
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Introduction

Recently a theory has been constructed which describes the learning of an unknown func ..
tional or statistical relation from a finite number of examples or measurements of the form
z,!(z), where z is the input vector and I is the relation [5,3]. (We will follow their use of
an overline to distinguish a true unknown object.) In this section, we review the results of
Tishby, Levin, and Solla (TLS) and apply them to learning a probability distribution p(e ),
The given collection of examples is called the training set, T. To learn p means to produce
an approximation which generalizes, that is, the approximation must agree in some sense
with the true distribution over its entire domain, including points not in T. There are two
questions of interest:
1. Before training, given the form of the model, how many examples will be necessary to
permit a specified degree of generalization?
2. After training on T, how well will the learned distribution generalize to unseen measurements?
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All predictions of this theory concern the appropriateness of a specific architecture (or network or model) to a specific set of examples or data.
In the following section, we review some results of TLS [5]. In the remainder of the paper
we report new results concerning the application of the TLS theory to two adaptive models
for learning distributions, The first is a simple Gaussian model, which we can analyze theoretically. The second is a Competitive Learning Network (CLN) which we study numerically.
Even for the elementary example, the theory predicts behavior that is familiar in more complex systems and we will show that these predictions are in accord with convention results
and with intuition. For CLN, we will investigate the predicted dependences on training set
size and net size. We will produce favorable comparisons between the theoretical predictions
and actual learning experiments. Finally we will draw overall conclusions.
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TLS Applied to Learning a Distribution

Consider the model as some function p( x Iw) of fixed form and adjustable parameters w which
are to be chosen to approximate p(x). All we know about p are the elements of T which are
drawn from it. Define an error e(xlw) and let

(1)
where z is a normalization that is assumed to be independent of the value of w.
parameter f3 is called the sensitivity and is adjusted so that the average error

The

(2)
is equal to fT, the specified target error on the training set. We will use the convention that
an integral operates on the entire expression that follows it.
As in Bayesian estimates or Maximum relative entropy estimates, a prior distribution
p(O)( w) is assumed to reflect at best a genuine prior probability or at least a restriction to
the acceptable portion of the search space. This prior distribution is modified to p(m)( w) by
training on m certain examples, so that p(m)( w) is a function of x(m) = {Xl, X2, ... , X m }

(3)
according to the usual Bayes rule. In order to remove the effect of any particular set of
examples, we can average this posterior distribution over all possible m examples

(4)
This average posterior density models the expected distributio~ of ~et~ or ~ after training. This distribtution in w implies the following expected posterior distribution for a new
example

X m+l

(5)
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TLS compare this probability in X m+l with the true target probability to obtain the Average
Prediction Probability or APP after training

(6)
the average over both the training set x(m) and an independent test example X m + l of the
"honest-prediction" probability [5]. We will use the APP to predict how much data is
needed to train the model p(x Iw): a sufficient training set size is the m for which the APP
p(m) approaches its asymptotic value.
Because of its central role in the following, we summarize the components of the APP
by starting at the right and working toward the left. The rightmost factor (p(m)(w))~ is
the average over x(m) of the ususal Bayesian density p(m)( w) in weight space posterior to
training 011 the m examples x(m) and to tolerance er- This average exploits the assumption
of independence of the elements in the training set, so that the average over all possible
compositions of x(m) is weighted by the joint probability p(m) which is simply the product of
the probabilities of the independent elements. The resulting object is an average posterior
density in weight space which describes the expected probability of any particular ~_ after
training on a set of examples of certain number but not of certain composition. (It is clear
that if this approach is to usefully predict a given single training experiment, the variance of
this mean posterior density must be small in important regions of w). Working toward the
left, the next operator is J dwp( xm+llw) which converts the previously discussed expected
posterior probability density in w to a probability for some new example X m + l . A measure
of the similarity of this density in X m +l to the true target density p( X m +l ) is the integral of
their product p(m). If this is large, we conclude that on average, the net learns p from m
examples drawn from p.
We now show that the APP p(m) is actually symmetric in new and old examples. In
Expression 6 a factor of p( Xi) and an- integration over Xi occurs for each factor of p( Xi Iw).
These factors can be combined ahead of time as a generalization score

g(w)

=

f dxp(x)p(xlw)

(7)

for a certain w. In terms of 9, we can rewrite Equation 4 as

(8)
with the correct normalization for a density in w. Equation 6 becomes

J dwp(o)(w)gm+l(w)
- Jdwp(O}(w)gm(w) ·

(m) _

p

(9)

E uation 9 is well suited for theoretical analysis and is also convenient for numerical prefor nets that are not too large. To apply Equation 9 numerically, we will produce
Monte Carlo estimates for the moments of 9 that involve sampling p(O)( w). If the dimension
of w is less than around 50 the number of sampled w's is often small enough to evaluate the

di~tions

moments directly:
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For larger problems TLS accumulate a histogram of 9[5]

(10)
where Dis the usual Dirac function. An important result of TLS is that the is that
ratio of consecutive moments of h(O). The m t h moment of this histogram is

p(m)

is a

(11)
The APP is
p(m)

( m+l)

= I

(12)

h(O) •

(I'm) h(O)

The equivalence of the two expressions is immediate after substituting Equation 10 into
Equation 11 and performing the integration over w with the Dirac function

(13)
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Analysis of an Elementary Example

In this section we theoretically analyze a learning problem with the TLS theory. We will
study the adjustment of the mean of a Gaussian distribution to represent a finite number of
samples. TIle utility of this elementary example is that it admits an analytic solution for the
APP of the previous section. Moreover this problem has a Maximum Likelihood solution
which permits a test of the new theory against conventional techniques. We will find that
Maximum Likelihood leads to the same APP, at least for large training sets.
All the relevant integrals can be computed with the identity

J

OO

dx exp (-al(x - bl ) 2

-

a2(x - b2)2) =

-00

~

V~+a2

exp (- aIa2 (bl
al

+ a2

-

b2)2) .

(14)

under the following three assumptions. First, we assume that a measurement x of the true
constant w has been corrupted by additive Gaussian noise of variance 1/20. so that

(15)
Second, we assume that the prior distribution p(O)is a Gaussian centered at

Wo wit h

variance

1/2r
(16)
And finally, we assume that the error function is

(17)
the squared error between a sample x and the Gaussian "model" defined by its mean w,
which is to become our estimate of w.
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In Equation 1, this error function leads to

(18)
with
dxe- 13(z-w)2

z(fJ) = /

(19)

= {;,

which is independent of w as assumed. We determine fJ by solving for the error on the
training set
€T

= (€) = ~ /

da:

e-13(z-w)2(x -

W)2

= 2~'

(20)

so that the sensitivity is
~

1

= ---.
2fT

(21)

The generalization, Equation 7, with Equations 18 and 15 can be integrated with Equation 14

= ~e-K(W-W)2,

g(w)

(22)

where
K

a~

(23)

= ----a+~'

is less than either a or {3. The moment, Equation 11, with Equation 16 becomes

which can also be integrated with Equation 14,

(/ m) h(O) == (K)m/2~r
exp 7r

r

+ rri«

mnr
ni«

+r

(_
w -

Wo

)2 •

(25)

The expected generalization performance after training on m examples is given by Equation 12 as the ratio of these consecutive moments.

3.1

Asymptotic Dependence on Large Training Set Size

First we will calculate the APP of the system in the case of many examples or little prior
knowledge, which is mitt, » r . For this, it will be sufficient to consider the limiting behavior
of Equation 25 for

~
r

·
11m

---+ 00

(m)
_ (~)m/2J r e- r(w- wo )2 •
/
h(O) 7T

m.«

(26)

Using this in Equation 12, we find the performance to be

(27)
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which climbs to an asymptotic value of

fi for m

--+ 00.

As TLS point out, p(m) of Equation 6 is the usual Bayes posterior estimate of the density
of w, given m certain training examples, so that Equation 6 is

(28)
averaged over this posterior density and over the ways of selecting the m examples. The
usual Bayes analysis of Equation 6 results exactly in Equation 6 for large m if the unknown
variance is called 1/2{3. In this sense, the statistical mechanical theory of learning differs
from conventional Bayesian estimation only in its choice of an unconventional performance
criterion APP. For large m, the initial p(O) is negligible, the Bayesian posteriori estimate of
the density in w coincides with the Maximum Likelihood estimate, and Equation 6 becomes

(29)
which can be evaluated by using Equation 14 twice to obtain Equation 27.

3.2

Dependence on target error for small training set size

We can demonstrate the familiar overtraining curve even for this elementary example when
the size of the training set m is small and the the error on the training set er is reduced too
much. It will be sufficient to consider Equation 25 in the tri« < < r limit

Ii m
mit

r

~

0

)rn/2 e- m lt(w-w o )2 ,
(I m) h(O) -_ (K,
-

(30)

~'" e-K,(w-wo )2 .

(31)

1r

by which Equation 12 becomes
p (m) -_

7r

This expression for APP depends on '" which in turn depends on {3 which is finally determined
by the training target error er- As a function of tc, APP exhibits a maximum at
Kopt

1
= 2(Wo -w
-)2 ·

(32)

Using Equations 21 and 23, we find that the system will have the highest average prediction
probability if training is stopped when the error on the training set is
ET,opt = (wo - w)2 -

2~

(33)

which depends only on the variance of the target distribution 1/2a. an~ t~e di~erence ~etween
the mean of the prior distribution Wo and the mean of the target distribution w. Since (E)
and fT cannot be negative, this optimum is physical only when it is positive. When it is
negative, training should continue to the smallest possible error, since in that case there is
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no danger of overtraining. Now ET,opt > 0 occurs only when the error of the prior estimate for
the unknown constant is larger than the width of the prior distribution. Furthermore it can
occur only when m is not too large, since we have assumed m.« « T. We can combine these
conditions into the following rule for this simplest of systems: overtraining occurs when the
system is trained to too Iowan error on a training set that is not large enough to compensate
for an initial overconfidence in the prior estimate.

Learning General Distributions

4

Although the preceding analytical results are reassuring, the promise of the statistical mechanical theory of learning is for those problems beyond analytical tractability. In this section we apply the theory to the more realistic problem of estimating a continuous probability
density from a finite sample set.

4.1

General Nurnerical Procedure

Using Equation 11 we can estimate the moments of Equation 12 by the following procedure.
Given a training set T == {xt}~~i drawn from the unknown distribution Ii on domain J'Y with
finite volume V, an error function f(~lw), a training error fT, and a prior distribution p(O)(w)
of vectors such that each w specifies a candidate function,

1. Construct two sample sets: a prior set of P functions P == {wp } drawn from p(O)(w)
and a set of U input vectors U == {xu} drawn uniformly from X, For each p in the prior'
set, tabulate the error fup == f(xulwp) for every point in U and the error ftp == f(xtlwp)
for every point in T.
2. Determine the sensitivity f3 by solving the equation (f.) == f.T where the average error
is estimated by a ratio of Monte Carlo sums over U

(34)
and is a decreasing function of (3.
3. Estimate the average generalization of a given model W p from Equation 7 by exploiting
the assumption that T is drawn from p. This yields the Monte Carlo estimate
1 liT Lt e-l3~tl'
g(w p ) = 1-" 1/U Lu e-{3€up

.

(35)

The factor of l/ remains in this particular expression because each probability density
is normalized to have unit integral over ..Y so that the Monte Carlo expression for
integral of their product retains one factor of F, the integral of X itself.

4. The performance after m examples is the ratio of Equation. 12 of moment~. B~ construction P is drawn from p(O) and we use Equation 11 to obtain the Metropolis estimate
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of the m th moment 1/ P Lp g(wp)m. The desired prediction for the performance of the
system obtained by reducing the average error on m examples to ET is then

p(m) = Lp gm+t(w p) .

Lp grn(w p)

(36)

If a given T contains enough samples to train the system confidently to the specified
error, then this expression will approach its asymptotic value well before m = T, the
total number of samples available.

4.2

Competitive learning nets

We consider competitive learning nets (CLN s) because they are familiar and useful to us
[2], because there exist two widely known training strategies for CLNs (the neurons can
learn either independently or under a global interaction called conscience [4]), and because
CLNs can be applied to one-dimensional problems without being too trivial. Competitive
learning nets with conscience qualitatively change their behavior when they are trained on
finite sample sets containing fewer examples than neurons. Each neuron asymptotically
approaches a single sample. We will find that the statistical theory does not predict this
collapse.

4.3

Evaluation of data: prediction of sufficient training set size

All experiments in this section were conducted upon the following one-dimensional training
distribution:

- x)
p(

= { 2:/; O:S x :S 1,
0

otherwise.

In this case, tile data set T can be characterized by a single parameter, its cardinality or size,
T. TIle case of learning functions, discussed elsewhere [1], requires at least one additional
parameter to describe the measurement noise in the data.
Consider Figure 1, a plot of p(rn) , the Average Prediction Probability (APP), versus m,
the training set size, for several values of target error «r and for a uniform prior probability
density of nets with a fixed number of neurons, k = 20. For €T = 0.01, APP practically
attains its asymptote of 1.5 by m = 40 examples. The present theory therefore predicts
that a CLN trained to an error of 0.01 on a set of 40 examples will perform 1.5 times better
than chance on unseen samples drawn from the same probability density. Since the error
measure is the distance to the closest of k neurons averaged over all allowed configurations
of neurons, chance here means an average error on order of 2~' the half the distance between
of k evenly spaced neurons. This leads to a predicted probable error of about

1
Eprob

= 2k

p(m)'

(37)

For k == 20, fprob = 0.017 for er == .01 and €prob = 0.021 for ET == 0.02. To check these
values, we performed 5,000 training trials of a 20-neuron CLN on randomly selected sets of
40 samples from the training distribution. Each network was trained to a target error in
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Figure 1: Predicted APP versus number of training samples for a 20-neuron competitive
network trained to various target errors where the neuron weights were initialized
from a uniform distribution.
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Figure 2: Experimentally determined and predicted values of total error across the training
distribution after competitive learning was performed using a 20-neuron network
trained to various target errors with 40 samples.
the range [0.005, 0.03] on its 40 samples, and the average error on the total distribution was
then calculated for the trained network. Figure 2 is a plot of 500 of these trials along with
the predicted errors for various target errors.
As can be seen, the agreement is qualitatively correct both in shape and magnitude. For
the case of m == 20 examples, the same net can only be expected to exhibit probable errors
of .019 and .023 for corresponding training target errors, which is compared graphically in
Figure 3 with the experimentally determined errors for rti == 20.
Another feature of these APP curves is that they rise both faster and farther for smaller
target error. This indicates that training to lower target errors can be expected to result in
better generalization no matter how small the training set is. In other words, these particular
curves exhibit no indication of overtraining. It will turn out that this conclusion is correct
at least, for m > k, but to arrive at that point we will have to consider the following two
points:
1. CLNs with conscience change their behavior dramatically when m < k, when several
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Figure 3: Experimentally determined and predicted values of total error across the training
distribution after competitive learning was performed using a 20-neuron network
trained to various target errors with 20 samples.
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neurons may aggregate on a single sample. Our simple measure of error, the distance
to the closest neuron, is erroneous in this case and our APP curves will he invalid for
CLN with conscience and fewer neurons than samples. Indeed the results of actual
traing experiments indicates qualitatively different average behavior for m < k and
the statistical theory does not predict it.
'
2. Our theoretical results in the previous sections indicated that overtraining requires
not only a small training set but also a poor prior probability density. This led us
to investigate a variety of priors. We found cases in which some slight overtraining
was predicted but insufficient to account for the qualitatively different experimental
training behavior for m < k. For an extreme prior, slight overtraining for small m
is predicted, but it leads to probable errors by Equation 37 that are 30% too low for
m = 10 and even lower for m = 5. For m > k the prior distribution of nets is less
significant. We investigate this second point now.

4.4

Sensitivity of predictions on the prior

The APP curves saturate at a value of m that is insensitive to the prior distribution from
which the nets are drawn. The vertical scale does depend somewhat on the prior however.
Consider Figure 4, which shows the APP curves for the same k = 20 net learning from the
same training set, but with the prior distribution antisymmetrically skewed away from the
true distribution by the following function:
p(ol"(w)

= {2J:-W
o

0:::; w

~

1,

otherwise,

For m > 20 at least the shapes of the curves are unchanged, even though the vertical scale
is changed somewhat: saturation occurs at about the same value of m. Even when the prior
greatly overrepresents poor nets, their effect on the prediction rapidly fades with training
set size. This is important because in actual training, the effect of the initial configuration is
also quickly lost. For m < 20 the predictions are not valid in any case, since our simple error
function does not reflect the actual probability even approximately for m < k in these nets.
It is for m < 20 where the only significant differences between the two families of curves
occur.
We have also been able to draw the same conclusions from less structured prior densities
generated by assigning positive normalized random numbers to intervals of the domain.

4.5

Overtraining and the prior density

Even though we cannot rely on the theoretical predictions for CLN with m < k, in other
applications there is a definite and important interpretation for the crossing curves in Figure 4. When APP curves cross, it means that overtraining is possible. Since higher average
prediction probability implies better performance on unseen data, it is desirable to choose
the target error €T which produces the highest p(m) for the m of interest. Generally training
should be terminated a this €T,opt. In an interval to the left of a value of m where curves of
different er converge, €T,opt is larger than the smallest possible fT·
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Figure 4: Predicted APP versus number of training samples for a 20-neuron competitive
network trained to various target errors where the neuron weights were initialized
from an antisyrnrnetrically skewed distribution.
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.I~ our analytic example, we were able to obtain predictions of overtraining for small
trauung. sets and poor prior, but we have not been able to obtain significant overtraining in
CLNs either in actual training or in prediction with the statistical mechanical theory. The
worst theoretical predictions that we could obtain is shown in Figure 4 even though we tried
several ways of generating priors. The very slight crossing for small m cannot be regarded as
very important in this case. In general however, we believe that overtraining can present a
difficulty as in the analytical examples in the theory section. In those cases, the APP curves
should provide useful guidance in the tradeoff between target training error and net size.
An interesting exception to the insensitivity to prior distribution is when the prior is
chosen from the true distribution. In this case the optimal nets are overrepresented in the
prior and the APP curves are flat, as might be expected, since no additional learning is likely.
This remains, however, only an unlikely exception, since in a real problem the probability of
drawing all the nets from the true distribution is negligible.

4.6

Sensitivity to the actual rrumb er of available examples T

In actual practice, the neural net practitioner often has fewer points than he or she would
like. On the basis of T the number that he actually has, he must decide whether it is possible
to train a particular net. If not, he must either simplify his net, redesign it to exploit some
prior information, or obtain more data. Sometimes the data T is divided into two sets, say
with about T /2 or half the total number of available examples each. Then half the data is
used to train the net and half is used to test. This theory provides a less artificialprocedure
for making these decisions even when T is small.
The predicted value of m where learning is complete does not substantially depend on
T, the total number of examples available to the experimenter. The previous curves were
produced with large total sample sets ITI == 1000, but the curves are essentially identical for
much smaller sample sets. Consider Figure 5 which shows the APP curves computed for the
same case of k == 20 but with ITI == 100. It is reassuring that the predictions of the theory
are reliable even for relatively small sample sets.

4. 7

Evaluation of Neural Architecture

The preceding results can be used to determine the correct size for a CLN. Consider Figure 6,
a plot of the APP curves for several sized networks and fixed fT = 0.01. The top curve for
k = 15 does almost twice as well as chance when trained on many samples, but also has the
largest probable error as computed from Equation 37 (i.e., Eprob = 0.018). The bottom curve
for k == 40 is never 20% better than chance, but also has a smaller Eprob of 0.010, because it
h~ almost 3 times as many neurons and every sample finds some neuron that is close to if
only by force of numbers. In" this case, the APP is a much better indicator of learning and
generalisation than is probable error (or even the training target error which is 0.01 for all
three curves). For instance, even with no training, the k = 40 net has a probable error of
almost 0.025 (the value for a net of evenly spaced neurons), but the net has learned nothing
about the true distribution.
The theory predicts that the k = 40 net does not learn the distribution for this training
target error of ET = .01 unless it can be trained on at least 50 or 60 examples. Of course
14
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the theory ,also predicts that stopping at such large target errors would be a very inefficient
wa.y to tram such a large net as can be inferred from the k = 40 APP curve in Figure 6.
Furthermore the theory predicts that the issue of overtraining is negligible so that there is
every reason to exploit the more efficient learning possible at low fT.
In the, pre~ent c~se, the probable errors for the k = 15 and the k = 20 CLN s differ by
~ 3%, which IS considerably less than the 25% difference in their sizes. The smaller CLN is
predicted to represent this particular density more efficiently than the larger one and would
be preferred if representation is the issue.

4.8

Evaluation of training algorithm

We identify three features of the training algorithm:

1. the termination criterion,
2. the error measure,

3. the optimizer.
Statistical mechanics addresses only the first two directly. For a particular error measure,
this provides all estimate of when to stop training for a particular problem and how much
data is necessary to obtain a particular performance. These issues have been discussed in
previous sections.
In principle, the error measure used in this theory is uniquely determined by the conditional probability of a sample given the net. It can be shown that the correct error measure
for CLN in one dimension with no conscience is f = In d where d is the distance to the
closest neuron rather than e = d, which we have used. When a conscience mechanism is
also applied, the error function is more complicated except near its minimum value. Practically speaking, the predictions of this report are qualitatively independent of the specific
form of the error measure which implies insensitivity of actual learning to the details of
the error function to be minimized. In the cases we examined, the alternative forms of the
error measure affect primarily the vertical scale of the APP curves and not the shape. In
other problems different error measures might have very different consequences and could be
compared theoretically by looking for differences in the statistical mechanical predictions of
each. The actual training algorithm could be designed around the error measure with the
best predicted behavior.
The optimizer appears in the statistical mechanics only indirectly. Statistical mechanics
describes a static thermal equilibrium, but optimization is described by some dynamic trajectory of a typical training experiment. Only the prior distribution is available to relate the
two. For a descent optimizer, the prior must presumably be larger near the starting -point
of the algorithm so as the emphasize solutions near the starting point, which the algorithm
would be more likely to encounter.
In the previous sections, we argued that the results were not strongly dependent on
the prior. In this section if we want to make some attempt to identify difficulty with the
algorithm, we must explicitly test the sensitivity to different priors. We have no systematic
procedure for doing this and therefore admit that the results in this section are weaker
17

than the previous sections. However if training is expensive, then statistical mechanics may
provide some inexpensive clue as to whether details of the training algorithm will be critical.
In the present case, we tried several prior densities without much affect on the predictions
except for very small training set size. We conclude from this that this problem of learning
one-dimensional densities is somehow easy: that something on the order of m = k samples is
sufficient to obtain comparable performance regardless of the prior and therefore regardless of
the initial point of a descent optimizer, for example. Note also that this theory says nothing
about the possibility a particular training algorithm getting trapped in a local minima.
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Conclusion

We have applied the newly available statistical mechanical theory of learning to the problem
of learning probability densities. We have investigated an elementary example analytically
and a simple but more realistic example numerically and found the theory adequate for both.
Our numerical example treats competitive learning nets with conscience in one dimension,
We considered the effects of varying the number of neurons, of varying the simulated number
of examples, and of varying the total possible number of examples available, and of varying
the target training error. We also .investigated what features of the prediction are most
sensitive to the choice of prior density.
Our primary conclusion is that the saturation of the APP cur'.'e of p(m) versus (simulated)
training set size m makes valid predictions about actual training both for an analytic example
and for a numerical application. Since p(m) is a function of (3 which is determined by the
specified target or training set error €T, the shape of these" curves depend on the specified
target error. This sets the degree of performance required from the net. In any case, if
saturation occurs for m substantially less than the total number of available samples, say
m < ITI/2, then the net can be safely expected to generalize to this degree as predicted by
the theory. To this extent, the predictions of the theory appear robust and useful.
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